
10859 East Washington Street, Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46229

Toll Free 1-877-826-2776
https://www.aaastateofplay.com/fever-pitch/

Fever Pitch

MSRP $39,964.00
SALE $19,982.00

Highlights:
Fits in a longer rectangular space
Opportunities for imaginative play
Incorporates a variety of movements into
play
Activities that improve gross and fine motor
skills

Age Group: 5 to 12 years
Capacity: 33-43
Fall Height: 66"
Use Zone: 29' 11" x 40' 3"

COMPLIES With:
ASTM F1487-17
CPSC PUB #325

ADA Compliant

Children will run as fast as they can to play on the Fever Pitch. Set up for preschool to older elementary school aged
kids, the entire structure runs through a variety of activities for all to enjoy. Children can approach the structure from
the more traditional stairs on the Transfer Station or try one of the many climbers. The Arch Climber uses indents and
raised plastic bumps to create an alternating series of hand and foot holds on a gentle incline. The Figure Climber
boasts an array of multi-sided shapes each with a number on it, encouraging counting while climbing. For those that
desire a direct route, a Vertical Ladder rests against a 4-foot deck. Once on the upper levels, children will find a Tube
Bridge to scuttle across, a Tic Tac Toe Panel to play a quick game on and a Bubble Panel to launch into space from.
When they’re ready to head back down, they have the choice to ride the Wave Slide, race a friend on the Double Slide
or take a turn around the bend on the Spiral slide. On the lower levels, imagination will be engaged with a Car Panel
with a steering wheel. The Store Panel will be where many adventures take a turn in a new direction while the Rain
Wheel adds gentle background noise as they play. Order in any color combination using our custom colors to create a
structure worthy of any child’s imagination.


